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Newsletter volume 30th , March 5th –April 3rd
The Chinese Month of Rabbit

March 5th – April 3rd 2008
This is a month of Rabbit and Flying Star 7 arrives.
The combinations of annual one white star and 7-robbery star indeed bring romances
and happy relationship between couples. Nevertheless on the flip side, this brings in
lust and over-compassionate or over-sex scenarios. Bad taste celebrity relationships’
news on the go!
Summary:

Kind Sectors: Northwest
Northwest/
west/West/
West/Northeast
Northeast
Unkind Sectors: North/
North/East/South
East/South

Years of Meeting opposite sex
Some years are prone to meet with opposite sex and may be ended up as
husband and wife, lifetime partner, first love or puppy love, business associate or
even close friend. Check it out.

RAT-1936, 1948, 1960,1972,1984,1996
2005, 2008, 2014

OX-1937, 1949, 1961,1973,1985,1997
2002, 2004, 2010

TIGER-1938, 1950, 1962,1974,1986,1998
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2003, 2009, 2011

RABBIT-1939, 1951, 1963,1975,1987,1999
2002, 2008, 2014

DRAGON-1940, 1952, 1964,1976,1988,2000
2005, 2007, 2013

SNAKE-1941, 1953, 1965,1977,1989,2001
2002, 2006, 2012

HORSE-1942, 1954, 1966,1978,1990,2002
2005, 2011, 2017

SHEEP-1943, 1955, 1967,1979,1991,2003
2004, 2008, 2010

MONKEY-1944, 1956, 1968,1980,1992,2004
2003, 2005, 2009
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ROOSTER-1945, 1957, 1969,1981,1993,2005
2002, 2005, 2009

DOG 1934, 1946, 1958, 1970,1982,1994,2006
2007, 2011, 2013

BOAR-1935, 1947, 1959, 1971,1983,1995,2007
2006, 2008, 2012

The Book of Tao by Laotze-Tao The Ching
Chapter 28-strong and feeble
He who knows his manhood’s strength
Keeps feebleness like a female
Becoming the ravine of the world
Being the ravine of the world
He has kept his constant virtue
And return again to be pure as an innocent baby
He who knows what is pure or white
Keeps his humility
Becomes the model of the world
He has constant virtue to do nothing wrong
And return again to the original emptiness
He who is acquainted with honor and glory
Is advisable to keep his obscure position
Becomes the valley of the world
Being the valley of the world He has enough constant virtue
And returns to simplicity of life
Cutting the uncarved wood, it is used as tool or furniture
BY means of such simplicity and original nature the sage could become ministers
Therefore, the sage will not cut up
Ravine: being empty and receptive is a place where water from various sources flows in. This
symbolizes a leader attracting people to follow him
Original Emptiness: refers to surrounding where force of energy is produced for creation of the universe
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Cut up: meaning the sage keeps his simple, pure and true self, just like natural uncarved wood.

Chapter 2929-Do not act against God’s will
Those who wish to take the world as their own
Are impossible in my view
Because the world is God’s sacred vessel
No one can keep it as his own
He who takes it suffers defeat
He who holds it losses it
Therefore: Something is going ahead
Something is following behind
Some blowing hot
Some blowing cold
Some being strong
Some being weak
Some may take things up
Some may take them down
So, the sage avoids excess, extravagance and arrogance

Chapter 3030-Do not Proud of strong military force
Those who apply the doctrine of Tao to help the ruler will oppose all conquest by military force
War being so destructive will as law of cause and effect bring harm to the maker
With the station of soldiers thorny bushes might grow thus affecting livelihood of farmers
After a great war, bad years will surely follow
Therefore a good general only applies force for the protection of peace for the people
A good general will not use force carry out invasion
After the war he does not think it an act of glory
Despite the effect he does not take pride in it
Because he considers the force so used is only a regrettable necessity
After the war he does not love violence
Things to be over-matured are to quicken decay and become old
Violence by use of force is against the nature of Tao
Being not in accord with Tao he must stop such bad ambition

Chapter 3131-The way of using weapons
Sharp weapons are instruments of evil omen
They are hated by all creatures
Those who have Tao do not like to use them
The Superior man likes the left in civilian life
But on military application likes the right
Weapons are instruments of evil men
They are not weapons of the superior omen
On occasion of compulsory necessity, it should be used with calm restraint
Even in victory, he does not consider it a glory
And he who calls it glorious
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Is the one who delights in killing?
He who delights killing
Will not be successful in his desire to rule the government
Things of good omen favor the left
Things of bad omen favor the right
IN the army the commander stands on the left
While the commander in chief stands on the right
It was said he was in charge if the rite of mourning
The killing of multitude should be mourned with tears and sorrow
A victory in battle should be looked upon as funereal rite
(The ancient Chinese believed the arrangement orientation –left being symbol of good omen while right
being the symbol of bad omen)
(Tao dislikes war to settle problems as disputes are settled according to law of nature)

Chapter 3232-The Best way to stop in time
Tao is absolute and nameless
Small as it is in its primordial simplicity (like a piece of uncarved wood)
It is inferior to nothing in the world
If a ruler could keep to it
All people would spontaneously submit themselves to him and live peacefully
The Heaven and Earth being in accord
The sweet dew would fall down
According to nature without the command of men
With the arising of civilization all names and systems are given by men
Therefore men must know to stop in time and begin to learn the practice of Tao in order to avoid danger
Tao is ever present and surrounding the whole universe, just like streams and rivers all running into
seas and ocean.

Life Reading
Here is the sample report done by Master Kuek for his client. Check it out and you might find it helpful
too.

Details Life Analysis For:
Ms ZXY:
Place of Birth: Hong Kong
Birth Time: 197X - 05 - 18 around 02:15a.m. (With time saving)

Items
a) You Life Chart
b) Brief Analysis:
c) Details Life Analysis:
1. You are a Yang earth person (戊土
戊土).
戊土
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2.

Your Favorable Elements (五行喜
五行喜)
五行喜
Water(水
水)
Metal(金
金)

3.

Your Inauspicious Elements (五行忌
五行忌)
五行忌
Fire(火
火)

4.

Wood (木
木)
Your overall characteristics (Habits and traits 性格分析)
性格分析

5.

Your Health(健康
健康)
健康

6.
7.

10-year Frame Luck (十年大運
十年大運)
十年大運
Favorable Years in General(有利之年
有利之年)
有利之年

8.

Annual luck (流年運
流年運)
流年運 until age 65

9. 2006 Year of Dog Progress
10. Compatible Zodiacs: Intimate relationship/support/business
partners
11. Words to Ponder
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a) Your Life Chart
LIFE PILLARS
Hour Pillar

Day Pillar

Month Pillar

Year Pillar

癸 Water

戊 Earth

丁 Fire

壬 Water

丑 Earth

申 Metal

未 Earth

子 Water

DESTINY PILLARS
74

64

54

44

34

24

14

4

(AGE)

己
Earth

庚
Metal

辛
Metal

Water

癸
甲
Water Wood

亥
Water

子
Water

丑
Earth

寅
Wood

卯
辰
Wood Earth

Ｚ
Wood
巳
Fire

丙
Fire
午
Fire

An Earth
Person
戊土

Relationship

Significance

Earth

Self (Peer)

Competition, Colleagues, siblings

Fire

Mother (Yan)

Support, Dependable Resources

Water

Wife, father (Choy)

Fortune, wealth

Wood

Superior/Job (Koon)

Status, power

Metal

Children (Siong)

Ideas, expression

Element
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b) Brief Analysis:
You are a Yang earth person and your Chinese zodiac is Rat. Your favorable elements
are metal and water while your favorable directions are west/north/northwest. Your
favorable industries are nurses/financial/trading/logistic/automotive.
You need proper financial management because you always tight in money. To
improve quality of your life, you should not be too generous to lend your monies to
others even to your own siblings, as they will never return what they borrowed. Your
spouse is bit too passive and at times indecisive when come to decision-making. You
will have few properties in your name and that is how you can save your monies in
future.
Age 24-34 is probably your most favorable years.
Age 34-44 your life is dependable on your spouse.
2000/2001
Possible conceiving/surgery/investment years
2002/2003
Income increased/overspent/travel
2004/2005
Status increase/argument or disagreement with boss.
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c) Details Life Analysis:
1.

You are a Yang earth person (戊土
戊土).
戊土
Earth is your peers, siblings, friends, colleague or person same age with you(同
輩). Wet earth (辰,丑)is in favor; year of Dragon and Ox, your female friends,
female colleagues, sisters are in a way helpful to you. While dry earth (戌,未),
year of Dog and Goat is not in your favor, this means that you do not really have
support from this group of people like male friends, brothers or male colleague.

2.

Your Favorable Elements
Water(水
水)
Water is your wealth (財), and also represents your father(父). In a way you
are closer to your daddy or your daddy does provide support to you since young
or even now. You do inherit part of his wealth in hard or soft assets.
Your favorable directions to sit and travel are north (北), this way you will be able
to harness your wealth energies and improve your quality of life. Your favorable
colors are blue, silver, and black.

You should wear more of these colors.

Ideally, your sofa, curtains or wallpapers should be in these colors.
Metal(金
金)
Metal is your ideas, thoughts, creativeness, it also represent your
son/daughter (children) subordinates. The more you think through a problem
the better it is for you come out with best possible solution. In other words, do not
rush and make decision haphazardly. You are able to present your ideas and
thoughts to win supports. At work people admire and appreciate you for that, also
you will have good subordinates under you.
You favorable directions to sit and travel are west (西), this will be able you to
clear your thought and make decision more accurate and precise. Your favorable
colors are gold, white, and brown. You should wear more of these colors.
Ideally, your sofa, curtains or wallpapers should be in these colors too.

3.

Your Inauspicious Elements
Fire (火
火)
Fire is your mother, your elderly supports, also represents idle or standstill.
You do not like things to sit idle, status quo or standing still, you are an
enterprising person, you like to move around and active in participating, that is
9
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good for you.
Colors to avoid: orange(橙), red(紅),purple (紫). Places to avoid traveling: South
and southeast.
Wood(木
木)
Wood represents your superior, your husband, your job or authority. Once
you have authority or power, things turn out rather bad for you. Your superior
does not seem to provide support to you while your husband does not have the
real ability to support you. Since your husband is passive and slow in
decision-making, he missed out lots of opportunities. It is projected that you and
your husband is distancing or while you are working, he is asleep and while he is
working, you will go to sleep (on shift basis).
Colors to avoid: green and light blue, avoid traveling to east.

4.

Your overall characteristics (Habits and traits)
Your financial management skill needs to improve before age 48, beyond, you
keep things in order and you realize and understand the importance of it.
However, from now until 48, you must learn to control the way you spend or
avoid lend it to your siblings or friends.
You are a kind-hearted, compassionate and emotional (deep inside) person. In
addition, it is ok to cry when you needed and it is unnecessary to hide away (in
order not to show your weakness to others)!
You are rather headstrong with your principles, like I mentioned your ideas and
thoughts are good and in your favor, however sometimes a good leader must
learn to let others have your ideas as theirs! This will create win-win scenario.
Relax and take time to present your ideas and make decision, do not rush to see
results but do not delay too much.

Remember this, habits are learned and can be unlearned as well, change your
thinking mode by shifting your paradigm to increase your Emotional Quotient.
(EQ)
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5.

Your Health
Your overall health should not be a major concern if you have your tumor
removed in early years, otherwise you should conduct regular check on your
body for tumor related issues on lower abdominal or stomach.

6.

10-year Frame Luck
Age 24-34 is probably your most favorable years.
Age 34-44 your life is dependable on your spouse
Age 44-54 Income improves/spouse relationships thin (remember to invest in
fixed asset to keep your monies)
Age 54-64 Status increases, independent!
Age 64-74 you have more monies to spend and enjoy

7.

Favorable Years in General
2004-2009 (metal and water years, auspicious, except 2006)

2010-2015(wood and fire years, inauspicious)
2016-2021(metal and water years, auspicious)
2022-2027(wood and fire years, inauspicious)
2028-2032) (Metal and water years, auspicious)

8.

Annual luck until age 65
2005(34)
-Status increase/argument or disagreement with boss/avoid unnecessary
confrontation
2006(35)
-See more of you parent/change in house cleaner/possible spouse extra marital affair or surgery. (See 9 for detail annual
analysis)

2007(36)
-Lay back, relax year/changes in career/spouse relationship rather stress out/income improves

2008(37)
-Busy year/changes in residential/Health problem/emotional roller coaster year.

2009(38)
-See more of your parent and siblings/possible mistake or stresses out at work
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beware! 2010(39)
-Study/investment year/changes in residential and relationship/possible living with siblings/peers

2011(40)
-Study/investment year/changes in residential/emotional roller coaster
2012(41)
-Income and quality of life improves but beware of overspending.

2013(42)
-Argument with spouse/changes in house cleaner and residential.

2014(43)
-Status improves/but health deteriorated makes sure you conduct regular body check/travel.

2015(44)
-Status improves/investment/use more of your ideas and thoughts
2016(45)
-Lay back and relax year/health check again possible surgery related to lower abs.

2017(46)
-Lay back and relax year but extensive traveling/chance of migration
2018(47)
-Hectic and busy life/staff disagreement/internally-unhappy year
2019(48)
-Hectic and busy life/job satisfaction and job recognition/protected by superior
2020(49)
-Study/investment years/possible your best year/traveling and spending year
2021(50)
-Study/investment years/tension at work/beware sibling’s health
2022(51)
-Quality of life improves/wealth increases/spouse overspent/parent health in bad shape

2023(52)
-Quality of life improves/siblings argument/overall a happy year for you
2024(53)
-Status improves/acquire property/requires traveling this year
2025(54)
-Status improves/work not as smooth/beware of colleague grievances
2026(55)
-Relax year/changes in subordinates/maid/beware of surgery/conduct regular check this year to prevent major illness.
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2027(56)
-Relax year/changes in subordinates/maid/beware of surgery/health related to
liver
2028(57)
-Busy year/overspend but income improves, beware of oral argument with family members.

2029(58)
-Busy year/overspend on yourself and family.

2030(59)
-Investment/study year/wealth increases-eager to learn new things
2031(60)
-Investment/study year/wealth increases-might get a new hobby!

2032(61)
-Wealth increases possible from investment and quality of life improves
2033(62)
-Wealth increases possible from children
2034(63)
-Status improves with possibility of becoming grandmother
2035(64)
-Status improves with possibility of getting more grandchildren
2036(65)
-Enjoying your late years’ life
Words for thought:
You have to love your life and live with passion! Things are on your hand
and for things to change, we must first change ourselves. Change the way
we perceive and handle obstacles, be assertive yet tactful, be optimists yet
realistic, be demanding yet considerate, above all relax, be happy and
enjoy your journey.
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9.

2006 Year of Dog Progress.
A slow progress year with possibility out of job, never quit a job until you
get new one. You will see more of you parent this year, argument persist
at work. Never be emotional at work and making decision. With the
possibility of spouse, engage in extra marital affair or surgery. Your sibling
or colleague got recognition or promotion. There is high possibility change
or transfer of name on property.
Feb 4th-April 5th

(Spring Season)

Inauspicious months for you
During spring time it is suggested that:
Color to wear: gold/white/gray/silver
Things to eat: hot/spicy food/beef/chicken
April 6th –May 5th (Month of Dragon)
Your best month in spring

Color to wear: white/black/gray/silver
Things to eat: hot/spicy food/beef/chicken/fish
May 6th –August 7th (Summer Season)
Your worst months in 2006)

Color to wear: gold/black/gray/silver/blue
Things to eat: hot/spicy food/beef/chicken/fish, avoid eating lamb and sour foods
August 8th- Feb 3rd (Autumn/Winter)
Your best months in 2006

Color to wear: gold/white/gray/silver/black/blue
Things to eat: hot/spicy food/beef/chicken
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10. Compatible Zodiac:
Intimacy relationship:
Sheep/Goat (1955, 1967) /Rooster (1957, 1969) /Rabbit (1963, 1975)
Business partners/close friends/supports/protector:
Ox (1949, 1961, 1973), Sheep/Goat (1943, 1955, 1967)

11.

Words to Ponder!
Make sure to use your favorable elements to harness the
kind energies and avoid the unfavorable ones that generate
‘unkind energies’. If you find it hard to get solutions, go to
your favorable locations and the answers might appear. Wear
your favorable colors for important occasions. Nothing is
more important than hard work and integrity. Work with
your support and protector to create synergy. Ensure you
treat your life well, and remember to enjoy the journey of
life, as different stages of life offer different tastes! We come
to this world naked and leave naked as well. Share if you
can afford and make if you have the effort! Cherish
friendships and family members, because things are
‘arranged’ in accordance to our aura energies. Having said
that we are part of abundances, and with the right attitude,
right energies and above all right timing, we can achieve
maximum results! Moreover, with effort and no regrets!

Keep surfing http://www.misterfengshui.com and live with passion.
FOR

ONLINE

COURSES-FENG

SHUI/LIFE

READING/CHINESE
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METAPHYSICS
http://www.misterfengshui.com/list.php#1
FOR LIFE READING/FENG SHUI AUDIT
http://www.misterfengshui.com/list.php
The misterfengshui.com TEAM
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
All Metaphysics suggestions on this site, in the newsletters, in the (Feng Shui, Life-Reading, Names,
Date selections), online courses paid reports (Feng Shui, Life-Reading, Names, and Date selections),
online courses and articles written by me with professional advises is based on the ancient Chinese
science of metaphysics. Chinese Metaphysics works for me and most people that I know, nevertheless,
there cannot be any guarantee of results and accuracy.

The use of the information, content and materials in this site, in your paid reports
(Feng Shui, Life-Reading, Names, and Date selections), online courses, articles
written by me is at your own risk. Under no circumstances will misterfengshui.com or
the owner be liable for any loss or damage upon reliance on the information obtained
through misterfengshui.com. misterfengshui.com and its owner will not be liable for
any special, indirect, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages or any other
damages whatsoever, whether in an action of contract, statute, tort (including, without
limitation, negligence), or otherwise, relating to the use of the information content or
materials in this site, newsletter, paid reports, online courses and articles written by
the owner.
Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby Kuek
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